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None of These Diseases

2019

in this book pastor chris oyakhilome teaches you the what how and why of speaking in other tongues and reveals the immense benefits it holds for you as a new testament believer in
jesus christ you will also learn about tongues interpretation of tongues and prophecy the difference between praying in your understanding and praying in tongues

Atmosphere for Miracles Vol. 1

2005-03-02

have you received the holy spirit since you believed enter a whole new world of discovery of the person of the holy spirit and the fullness of the blessings he brings into your life in
this revised edition of the classic seven things the holy spirit will do for you learn how to take advantage of his awesome presence ministry and fellowship and live the supernatural
life every day

The Power Of Tongues

2007

get ready to discover what prophecy really is the difference between the prophetic ministry and the gift of prophecy how to change circumstances through prophecy and so much more
learn to speak forth rhema god s specific word to you at a specific time for a specific purpose and control your destiny by the power of god made available to you through prophecy

How to Make Your Faith Work!

2014-03-07

in don t stop here pastor chris shows you just how to make spiritual progress as he takes you through elijah and elisha s journey from gilgal to jordan this inspirational and
prophetic book will open your eyes to see where you are in your spiritual journey point you

Seven Things The Holy Spirit Will Do For You

2005-03-02

africans prevailing interest in the prosperity gospel is not only connected to the influence of american prosperity teachers reaching a worldwide audience through their imaginative use
of the media but is also related to the african worldview and african traditional religion and its lasting influence on contemporary africans and the way they think about prosperity
as well as their interest in prosperity in post colonial africa the research from a classical pentecostal perspective about the impact of the prosperity message on africa is necessary
timely and relevant because of its influence in the african pentecostal movement and its potential to harm the faith of believers leading to the potential disillusionment of christian
believers who put their trust and money in formulas and recipes that seemingly only work for others especially the prosperity leaders who lead by example with incredulous riches
and wealth



Prophecy

2001

the greatest thing that god has done for us is to give us the holy spirit the holy spirit is the almighty spirit of god he s the one who communicates the presence of god so many
christians have never really known the importance of that that s what made jesus the christ it was the spirit s indwelling that made him who he was that s the spirit that makes us
children of god today the holy spirit is the third person of the trinity revealed to the christian he is one with the father and the son 1 john 5 7 he is neither less important nor less
powerful he is god and co equal with the father and the son right from the beginning of the scriptures we re introduced to the person of the holy spirit and throughout the scriptures
we re further acquainted with him his power and his person in all of these his ministry is clearly revealed not to exalt himself but to lead us and reveal to us the person of jesus
ephesians 5 18 and be not drunk with wine wherein is excess but be filled with the spirit the ministry of the holy spirit in the life of the christian is so vital this is why paul by the spirit
gave us this all important charge to continually be filled with the holy spirit he also prayed concerning the communion of the holy ghost in 2 corinthians 13 14 the grace of the
lord jesus christ and the love of god and the communion of the holy ghost be with you all amen this is talking about a relationship a fellowship with the holy spirit for he is a person
and you can maintain a relationship with him you can talk to him and commune with him a lot of us have missed out on the blessings of such a communion because we ve not taken time
to understand the holy spirit but when you know the holy spirit and recognize the importance of communing with him you ll constantly desire to have the fullness of the spirit and
then you will experience the blessings of that wonderful fellowship in this book i have highlighted seven vital blessings that the holy spirit brings into the life of every child of god
who has allowed him to fill them and occupy their vessels seven blessings that will bring an amazing transformation in your life as you yield to the influence of the holy spirit

When God Visits You

2004-03-01

grounded in anthropological comparison and the concept of materiality this book offers an in depth ethnographic study of the similarities and differences among various forms of
religious practices in a pentecostal church christ embassy and an islamic group nasfat in the nigerian capital of abuja scholarship in this area tends to focus on inter religious
contestations and conflicts however this book proposes that another dynamic is unfolding between christians and muslims that is characterised by conviviality interfaith joint
action programmes mutual influences and even the exchange of religious forms the comparative approach reveals that notwithstanding the seemingly opposed worldviews and
divergences between muslims and christians they all face similar challenges and apply similar techniques for meeting the challenges posed by the precarious nigerian urban environment it
is through practices especially those conducted in semi public settings that people from different religious persuasions define encroach on and feel the weight of each other s presence

Don't Stop Here

2020-06-15

the greatness of a nation is less a function of its physical geography than it is of the quality of its human content any nation can rise to great heights if it has within its borders
men and women who will dare to dream and see a life beyond the limitations of the times in which they live these are people who know that however dark and bleak the night may be
there ll be light at the break of dawn and are willing both to persevere through the long dark night and to help others do so these men and women are those the world knows as
patriots in dreams of a patriot oluneye oluwole confronts the monstrous subject of leadership crisis in nigeria not from the boring and tedious perspective of a political analyst but
from the refreshing everyday angle of a common citizen who knows that a nation so great and so immensely endowed as nigeria deserves more from her people she lights a candle in the
wind of our turbulent national experience and beckons on all who share in this dream of greatness to help shield its flickering flame from the extinguishing forces that have held her
nation down all these years in a subtle unobtrusive way it is an expression of the dreams and hopes of that pained and distressed patriot in every one of us



The Prosperity Gospel in Africa

2005

no doubt the teenage world is an exciting one but not without its challenges that s why you need courage to express your conviction and stand as a beacon of god s light in your
generation when pressure mount and choices stares you in the face you need to know where to draw wisdom and direction from the rhapsody of realities teevo is designed to inspire
encourage and strengthen you for this by providing you answers from the perspective of god s word to question of critical concern this devotional helps you discover your true
purpose and programmes you for a life of out and out success your new look teevo has been revved up with more interactive exciting and inspiring features for your continued
spiritual upliftment and mental development these include powerful quotes from the author brain teasing quizzes crossword puzzles did you know fun facts captivating testimonies
and wordscope a reference page that gives detailed explanations of specific words it s a richly packed devotional guaranteed to help you enjoy an exciting ride with god s word

Seven Things The Holy Spirit Will Do For You

2001

no doubt the teenage world is an exciting one but not without its challenges that s why you need courage to express your conviction and stand as a beacon of god s light in your
generation when pressure mount and choices stares you in the face you need to know where to draw wisdom and direction from the rhapsody of realities teevo is designed to inspire
encourage and strengthen you for this by providing you answers from the perspective of god s word to question of critical concern this devotional helps you discover your true
purpose and programmes you for a life of out and out success your new look teevo has been revved up with more interactive exciting and inspiring features for your continued
spiritual upliftment and mental development these include powerful quotes from the author brain teasing quizzes crossword puzzles did you know fun facts captivating testimonies
and wordscope a reference page that gives detailed explanations of specific words it s a richly packed devotional guaranteed to help you enjoy an exciting ride with god s word

None of These Diseases

2004

what are the ecclesiological challenges and opportunities raised by technology how have developments related to the covid 19 global health crisis impacted churches forcing a
swift move to mediated and online worship and how will this change the shape churches of theological and programmatic choices for years to come drawing together a diverse group
of theologians and media scholars this volume considers the key theological question churches and religious leaders need to engage with as they look towards long term strategies
involving church life and technology

Praying the Right Way

1998-12

a much needed text that takes stock of issues of ethnicity and race in communication studies this book presents an overview of the most cutting edge research theory and methods in
the subject and advocates for centering ethnicity and race in the communication studies discipline this handbook brings together a diverse group of both senior and up and coming
scholars to offer original scholarship in race and ethnicity in communication studies emphasizing various analytical perspectives including but not limited to global transnational
diasporic feminist queer trans and disability approaches while centering ethnicity and race contributors also take an intersectional perspective in their approach to their topics and
chapters the book features examination of specific subfields like whiteness studies latina o x communication studies asian pacific american communication studies african american
communication and culture and middle east and north african communication studies the text is oriented to graduate students and researchers within communication studies as well
as media studies cultural studies critical race and ethnic studies american studies sociology and education while still being accessible to upper level undergraduate students



Gates of Zion

2007

the decline of christianity worldwide is no secret and it may be expected that churches will die or at most become fringe phenomena as science progresses it gets clear that the bible
cannot be regarded as divinely inspired due to all the mistakes contradictions fiction dressed up as history and inhumane laws it contains christian doctrines are often irrational
superstitions and one may lead a happy meaningful and moral life without being religious this book is a must read for theologians philosophers and scientists but it is also aimed at
the lay person who is interested in religion philosophy and science

Recreating Your World

1999

no doubt the teenage world is an exciting one but not without its challenges that s why you need courage to express your conviction and stand as a beacon of god s light in your
generation when pressure mount and choices stares you in the face you need to know where to draw wisdom and direction from the rhapsody of realities teevo is designed to inspire
encourage and strengthen you for this by providing you answers from the perspective of god s word to question of critical concern this devotional helps you discover your true
purpose and programmes you for a life of out and out success your new look teevo has been revved up with more interactive exciting and inspiring features for your continued
spiritual upliftment and mental development these include powerful quotes from the author brain teasing quizzes crossword puzzles did you know fun facts captivating testimonies
and wordscope a reference page that gives detailed explanations of specific words it s a richly packed devotional guaranteed to help you enjoy an exciting ride with god s word

The Oil and the Mantle

2022-08-11

protect the harvest defend the harvester talks about the conversion of a journalist who was very much against the rise of the modern day church particularly the prophetic
movement and the so called prosperity gospel preachers in his attempt to discredit the preachers the journalist has a heavenly encounter which transforms his views and alters his
spiritual course at a later stage while the journalist is travelling to dr congo from zambia god shows him a vision and speaks to him about the need to protect the harvest protect
the granary and defend the harvester s an interesting encounter and valuable reading as he outlines how the media in today s world is conspiring to discredit the church and soil the
characters of the servants of god he talks of how the church is under attack from the enemy within and without he likens the gossiper inside church to weevils a fascinating read a
powerful and exhilarating testimony of an amazing encounter with god pastor rikki doolan superintendent osborn institute of theology osbourninstitute com an amazing testimony
accompanied by very powerful teaching the world needs this at this very moment apostle max matonhodze planetministries org uk a captivating testimony that carries you through a
journey and teaches you the deep things about visions brilliant pongo has demonstrated an amazing way of teaching and testifying indeed this book is testament to that it is a great
read the financial gazette fingaz co zw

Sensational Piety

2011-10-11

the act of converting people to certain beliefs or values is highly controversial in today s postcolonial multicultural world proselytization has been viewed by some as an
aggressive act of political domination proselytization revisited offers a comprehensive overview of the many arguments for and against proselytization in different regions and
contexts proselytization is examined in the context of rights talk globalisation and culture wars the volume brings together essays demonstrating the global significance of
proselytization ranging from christians in india to turkish islamic movements and the wiccan use of modern media technologies the cross cultural and multidisciplinary nature of this



collection of essays provides a fresh perspective and the book will be of value to readers interested in the dynamic interaction of beliefs ideas and cultures

Dreams of a Patriot

2007

new media and religious transformations in africa casts a critical look at africa s rapidly evolving religious media scene following political liberalization media deregulation and the
proliferation of new media technologies many african religious leaders and activists have appropriated such media to strengthen and expand their communities and gain public
recognition media have also been used to marginalize and restrict the activities of other groups which has sometimes led to tension conflict and even violence showing how media are
rarely neutral vehicles of expression the contributors to this multidisciplinary volume analyze the mutual imbrications of media and religion during times of rapid technological and
social change in various places throughout africa

Join This Chariot

2015-01-01

this book investigates the impact of pentecostalism on the participation of women in business in harare zimbabwe chapters in this volume trace the history of women s participation in
business and highlight how pentecostalism serves as a major motivating factor the central argument is that there is a way in which selected women s businesses are powered by the
spirit contributors to the volume utilize case studies of selected pentecostal churches and ministries to highlight how the religious ideologies of these churches galvanize them to
engage in business they also draw patterns of similarity and difference across the different pentecostal churches the volume demonstrates how pentecostalism both facilitates and
militates against women s participation in business concerning a specific setting in zimbabwe

Rhapsody of Realities TeeVo – January 2015 Edition

2015-02-27

god s dream is for you to come into full possession of his manifold blessings and your mind is the vital instrument he s given you to appropriate this provision this timely classic
opens to you that realm of endless possibilities and helps you explore the unlimited potential of your mind so get ready to make the right changes in the structure of your thinking and
be that excellent personality put your mind power to work and be all god wants you to be there are no limits to what you can achieve and absolutely no restrictions to how high
you can propel yourself when you put your mind power to work in the power of your mind pastor chris reveals that the mind is a spiritual entity and its greatest potentials can
only be reached through the education of the human spirit with god s word which ultimately influences the mind as you read you ll discover essential truths on renewing your mind
the concept of mind management the power of thoughts pulling down strongholds dealing with negative thoughts and emotions attitude your mental disposition meditation your
moment of creation and so much more

Rhapsody of Realities TeeVo – March 2015 Edition

2022-02-04

die grossartigste sache die gott f�r uns getan hat ist uns den heiligen geist zu geben es liegt bei ihm den heiligen geist �ber uns ausstr�men zu lassen und es heutzutage m�glich machen
dass wir den heiligen geist in unseren leben haben der heilige geist ist der allm�chtige geist gottes er ist der der die gegenwart gottes vermittelt viele christen haben die wichtigkeit davon
nie kennen p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px times min height 14 0px p p2 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px text align justify text indent 22 0px line height 12 1px font
11 5px times span s1 font 24 0px times



Ecclesiology for a Digital Church

2023-10-03

when betty finds herself in a new school she didn t think the challenges will go beyond adjusting in a new environment she questions her mum s decision on the frequent change and feels
very vulnerable as a psychologist she expects her to know better as a mum mum knows best could be re framed just another wish in the diary the perfect picture the sunshine but there
is one that makes it to the top the only one she makes on this new year s day until the wishes become a reality she will keep using her diary and love for musicals to escape her
childhood struggles family social issues single parenting friendship love

The Routledge Handbook of Ethnicity and Race in Communication

2022-03-03

discover the secrets to living the supernatural life naturally the seven spirits of god divine secrets to the miraculous teaches you what the seven spirits of god means who the seven
spirits of god are why you must have them how you can receive them what they ll accomplish in your life

The End of Christianity

2015-01-27

one of the striking features of the changed demography of world christianity has been the emergence and growth of the african instituted churches aics this book is therefore provided
for those who desire to study the african initiatives in christianity the book is intended to serve as a valuable material to teachers and students of african instituted churches the
customs culture and traditions of the african or any other peoples of the world are to serve as beautiful compliments to the christian faith and belief and not diametrically opposed
to it

Rhapsody of Realities TeeVo – 2015 February Edition

2016-09-16

contents letter from the editors ccda theology committee part i ccda national conference theme flourishing prosperity and flourishing a biblical witness james k bruckner flourishing
dennis edwards the prosperity gospels transformation of the popular religious imagination kate bowler ogbu kalu african pentecostalism and shalom 24 valerie landfair cities of god
reclaiming culture through the flourishing of the city allie wong finding our way home samantha domingo part ii ccda ministry in north carolina north carolina s cry for racial
justice reynolds chapman liturgical gardening chas edens part iii book reviews forgive us margot starbuck too heavy a yoke nilwona e nowlin faith rooted organizing anthony grimes

Protect the Harvest; Defend the Harvester

2014-12-05

this book examines the experiences of global healthcare workers during the covid 19 pandemic it shines a light on the experiences of healthcare workers during the pandemic exploring
their lived experiences of delivering care without losing sight of the emotional and symbolic nature of their work incorporating cutting edge research from global experts in medical
anthropology medical sociology medicine psychology and nursing it uniquely demonstrates the value of rapid qualitative research during infectious epidemics drawing on data



collected during the covid 19 pandemic the book explores global healthcare policies and healthcare workers experiences across 20 countries

Proselytization Revisited

2015-01-21

he intended to right a bad situation jasons world is collapsing all around him his brother is dead his mother is dying and the love of his life now hates him then he stumbles upon a time
machine and remembers a discussion that went on in his class about the fall of man he decides then that the only way to save his mother and the world is to travel back in time to
stop adam and eve from eating the forbidden fruit but a bad situation is about to get worse what he doesnt know is that this singular decision is going to unleash hell jason is
tricked into eating the forbidden fruit and adam gets kidnapped this turn of events sends him on a torturous journey he never thought he would have to take in three days jason and eve
will either save the world or send it into annihilation

New Media and Religious Transformations in Africa

2018-11-30

the routledge handbook of megachurches provides a survey of global megachurch phenomena with an international slate of authors introducing existing and emerging research on a
wide variety of relevant topics over the past decade the field of megachurch studies has matured and become global in its scope and orientation the handbook offers 33 chapters by
top scholars in the field focusing in particular on the location demographic nature and transnational connections of megachurches megachurch worship hermeneutics and theology in
theory and practice megachurch institutional dynamics the various ways that megachurches have both influenced and been influenced by their social contexts in terms of class age
gender sexuality and pop culture the handbook s interdisciplinary orientation makes it essential reading for sociologists political scientists anthropologists media specialists pop
culture observers business strategists leadership consultants marketing analysts scholars of religion and christian historians theologians and missiologists experienced scholars
of megachurches will gain valuable insight into aspects of megachurch research beyond their own specializations scholars new to the field will find the chapters useful as signposts
for where to begin their own academic exploration christian pastors and laypeople will learn more about this increasingly prominent and influential form of their faith

Powered by Faith

2019-04-01

the volume is significant in bringing together voices of african women theologians and their allies on the urgent topic of ecology first it decisively intervenes into scholarly
discourses on ecofeminism by highlighting the reflections of african women scholars and african women as subjects this function of the volume is very important both at local and
global levels second it contributes to contextualizing of scriptural interpretation around the issue of ecology biblical reflection occurs throughout the volume and is put into
dialogue with african traditions with ecofeminism with africa based mission projects and with the current crisis of sustainability and african women s roles in protecting the earth
third the volume includes several concrete case studies based on interviews and grassroots qualitative research as well as especially original articles that integrate biblical
exegesis of genesis with reflections on patriarchal legal systems in botswana and an original take on male headship in relation to ecofeminism professor dana l robert boston
university usa

The Power Of Your Mind

2019-04-28

like any other subject the study of religion is a child of its time shaped and forged over the course of the twentieth century it has reflected the interests and political situation of



the world at the time as the twenty first century unfolds it is undergoing a major transition along with religion itself this volume showcases new work and new approaches to
religion which work across boundaries of religious tradition academic discipline and region the influence of globalizing processes has been evident in social and cultural networking by
way of new media like the internet in the extensive power of global capitalism and in the increasing influence of international bodies and legal instruments religion has been changing and
adapting too this handbook offers fresh insights on the dynamic reality of religion in global societies today by underscoring transformations in eight key areas market and branding
contemporary ethics and virtues intimate identities transnational movements diasporic communities responses to diversity national tensions and reflections on religion these themes
demonstrate the handbook s new topics and approaches that move beyond existing agendas bringing together scholars of all ages and stages of career from around the world the
handbook showcases the dynamism of religion in global societies it is an accessible introduction to new ways of approaching the study of religion practically theoretically and
geographically

Sieben Dinge, die der Heilige Geist fu�r dich tun wird

2018-11-22

christianity is turning brown and moving south the christianity the west has known is in recession and has all but dwindled out of recognition in the opening years of the twenty first
century well over half of the world s christians now live in the global south africa asia and latin america they are according to aberdeen missiologist andrew walls the new
representative christians what they think about christianity will matter more and more and what north america thinks about christianity will matter less and less this massive shift
in geography and theological point of departure will have a major impact on christian preaching now and into the future the future shape of christian proclamation seeks to begin the
conversation about how preaching in the global south will inform the whole of christian preaching in the coming years

Betty's Diary

2006-01-12

The Seven Spirits Of God

2002

African Instituted Churches

2014-09-16

CCDA Theological Journal, 2014 Edition

2022-02-24



Caring on the Frontline during COVID-19

2014-09-12

Jason and Eve

2024-05-07

The Routledge Handbook of Megachurches

2021-07-01

Mother Earth, Mother Africa and Mission

2020-11-29

Routledge International Handbook of Religion in Global Society

2020-08-03

The Future Shape of Christian Proclamation
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